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Text: 2 Timothy 2:15 “Preach the word..” 

 
Introduction:  Knowing the different types of sermons can be important to preparation. 

 

 The late Dr. Archibald Brown advised young preachers thus:  

 
1. The Gospel is a fact, therefore tell it simply.  

2. It is a joyful fact, therefore tell it cheerfully. 

3. It is an entrusted fact, therefore tell it faithfully. 
4. It is a fact of infinite moment, therefore tell it earnestly.  

5. It is a fact of infinite love, therefore tell it feelingly.  

6. It is a fact difficult to comprehend, therefore tell it with illustration.  
7. It is a fact about a Person, therefore preach Christ!” 

 

Theme: Preparing different types of sermons. 

 

I. Expository Sermon:  

 1. “In preaching, exposition is the detailed interpretation, logical amplification and practical 

application of a passage of Scripture” (Ray). “An expository sermon is one based on a passage of 
Scripture, which it seeks to illuminate; from which it seeks to draw a concise and comprehensive theme 

and sermon points, and which applies to the lives of the people. The theme must cover all, and all the 

points must come out of the message” (Byington). An expository sermon has been well-likened to a 
wheel. 

 2. The main theme of the passage is the hub, and the contributing thoughts in the passage, which 

throw further light upon the theme, or which spring from this theme, are the spokes of the wheel which 

radiate from the hub, thus presenting a complete unit. The method by which an expository sermon is 
prepared is to first discover what is the central, or main theme of the paragraph. This should be stated in 

one’s own words. Then the contributing material in the paragraph, which relates to the theme, should be 

gathered and arranged in its logical order. 
 3. By this method of preaching, all the truth contained in this particular paragraph of Scripture is 

dealt with, opened up and applied to the hearer. Thus the audience is left in no doubt as to what the theme 

is, or what God’s word has to say about this particular subject in the passage under consideration. 

 4. It’s advantage is:  
It puts the supreme emphasis on the Word of God itself It “magnifies the Word,” and gives it the place of 

supreme authority, even as God Himself also does.        (Psalm 138:2) 

 “I will worship toward thy holy temple, and praise thy name for thy lovingkindness and for thy truth: for 
thou hast magnified thy word above all thy name.” 

  5. Furthermore it demands direct contact with the Scriptures. While this style of preaching does 

lend itself to as great an opportunity for the display of oratorical ability as some other types of sermons, it 
serves the far better purpose of edifying the people of God as the Scriptures are applied to their everyday 

lives.  
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II.  Textual Sermon: 

 1. This method of preaching, as its name implies, consists of selecting verses, a verse, or even the 

part of a verse as a text. After the theme of the verse has been discovered and stated in one’s own words, 

it should be analyzed, divided and expounded in the light of its context. It is similar to the expository 
method, except that instead of selecting a paragraph containing many verses, the preacher has only one 

verse, or even part of a verse from which to speak, and must confine himself to impressing this upon his 

hearers. 
 2. It’s advantages;  

A. The actual words of Scripture are brought before the people. This gives divine authority to the 

message.  
B. A short text is more easily retained by an audience. While a whole paragraph of the Bible is difficult 

to retain in the memory, a short text is easily memorized and carried away by the audience.  

C.  It makes for variety in preaching. This, in itself, is a desirable thing. 

 

III. Topical Sermon: 

 1. This type of sermon consists of choosing a certain subject, or topic and then searching through 

all the Scriptures to discover what light can be thrown on the subject under consideration. The great 
doctrines of the Bible would come under this classification. The topic, or theme, may be likened to a 

river, and all the Scriptures that throw light upon the topic to the tributary streams that flow into that river. 

Each division of the topic must have a vital connection with it. Thus every topical sermon, properly 
prepared and delivered, should possess the threefold quality of unity, coherence and emphasis. 

 2. It’s advantages: 

A. It enables both preacher and hearer to grasp a subject of the Bible as a whole. 

B. It affords ample opportunity for a thorough discussion of the subject. 
C. It impresses an audience with the unity of Holy Scripture. 

D. The great doctrines of the Bible can best be studied by this method. 

E. It makes for variety of presentation. 
 

IV. Biographical Sermon: 

 1. This consists of the study of a person’s life and the lessons to be learned from it; how we may 

be warned by his failures and encouraged by his successes. It is really the study of a person’s character 
which, in turn, determines his career. 

 2. It’s advantages: 

A. (1) Information. Human nature is perhaps the most fascinating study. (2) Inspiration. The study of the 
life story of a man of God is, in itself, a spiritual stimulus. It awakens and develops a desire for greater 

godliness of life. (3) Imitation. It should lead to a desire to follow the example of this godly person. Paul 

could said, “ 
Be ye followers [imitators] of me, even as I am of Christ” (1 Cor. 11: 1). 

V. Acrostic sermon: 

 1. a poem, word puzzle, or other composition in which certain letters in each line form a word or 

words. 
 2. “FAT” [faithful] [available][teachable]; “JOY” [Jesus][others][you]. 

 

VI. The Historical Incident Sermon: 
 1.  In this type of sermon, a Bible incident is taken as the subject, and the spiritual lessons it 

contains applied as the story is unfolded. It is thus allied to the expository method, in that the whole 

passage containing the incident is taken, and its spiritual meaning expounded and applied. The difference, 
of course, is that the story is the theme, and the parallel spiritual truths are discovered and applied, right 

through to the end of the sermon. 


